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    Abstract- We address to the problem of Privacy Preserving 

Back Propagation Algorithm for a Vertically Partitioned Dataset. 

To enhance cooperation’s in learning, it is important to address 

the privacy concern of each data holder by extending the privacy 

preservation notion to original learning algorithms. In this paper, 

we focus on preserving the privacy in an important learning 

model, multilayer neural networks. We present a privacy-

preserving multiparty distributed algorithm of back propagation 

which allows a neural network to be trained without requiring 

either party to reveal her data to the others. We provide complete 

correctness and security analysis of our algorithms. The 

effectiveness of our algorithms is verified by experiments on 

various real world data sets. 

 

    Index Terms- back propagation, privacy preserving, multi-

party computation, neural network, ElGamal Scheme. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ith the development of distributed computing 

environment, many learning problems now have 

distributed input data. In such distributed scenarios, privacy 

concerns often become a big issue. In recent years, Secure 

Multiparty Computation (SMC) [1] and privacy preservation 

have attracted much attention in incorporating security into data 

mining and machine learning algorithms [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. 

A natural question is why the researchers would want to build a 

learning model (e.g., neural networks) without first collecting all 

the training data on one computer. If there is a learner trusted by 

all the data holders, then the trusted learner can collect data first 

and build a learning model. However, in many real-world cases, 

it is rather difficult to find such a trusted learner, since some data 

holders will always have concerns like “What will you do to my 

data?” and “Will you discover private information beyond the 

scope of research?” On the other hand, given the distributed and 

networked computing environments nowadays, collaborations 

will greatly benefit the scientific advances. 

    In this paper, we focus on one of the most popular techniques 

in machine learning, multilayer neural networks [8], [9], in which 

the privacy preservation problem is far from being practically 

solved. In [10], a Privacy preserving light weight two party 

protocol is proposed and implemented. However, it is not 

generalised for multiparty computation.  

    We propose a multiparty distributed algorithm for privacy-

preserving back propagation training with vertically partitioned 

data1 (i.e., when each party has a subset of features). Our 

contributions can be summarized as follows. 

1) Our paper is the first to investigate the problem of training 

multi-layered neural networks over vertically partitioned 

databases with privacy constraints. 

2) Our algorithms are provably private in the semi honest 

model [10] and lightweight in terms of computational 

efficiency. 

3) Our algorithms include a solution to a challenging technical 

problem, namely, privacy-preserving computation of 

activation function. This problem is highly challenging 

because most of the frequently used activation functions are 

infinite and continuous while cryptographic tools are defined 

in finite fields. To overcome this difficulty, we propose the 

first cryptographic method to securely compute sigmoid 

function for multiparty computation, in which an existing 

piecewise linear approximation of the sigmoid function [11] 

is used. 

II. TECHNICAL PRELIMINARIES 

    For ease of presentation, in this paper, we consider a neural 

network of three layers, where the hidden-layer activation 

function is sigmoid and the output layer is linear. Note that it is 

trivial to extend our work to more layers. 

1) Semi honest Model: As many existing privacy-preserving 

data mining algorithms, we adopt semi honest model in this 

paper. Semi honest model is a standard adversary model in 

cryptography. In this paper, the security of our algorithm is 

guaranteed in this model. When computing function in a 

distributed fashion, semi honest model requires that each 

party that participates in the computation follow the 

algorithm, but a party may try to learn additional 

information by analysing the messages that she receives 

during the execution. In order to guarantee the security of 

distributed algorithm of computing, it must be ensured that 

each party can learn nothing beyond what can be implied by 

her own input and output. Semi honest model is a right fit 

for our setting, because normally participants want to learn 

the neural network learning results and thus they are willing 

to follow the algorithm to guarantee the results correctness. 

The security guaranteed in semi honest model can relieve the 

concerns about their data privacy. Of course, in reality, there 

may be scenarios in which there are malicious adversaries. It 

has been shown that a distributed algorithm that is secure in 

the semi honest model can be converted to one that is secure 

in the malicious model, with some additional costs in 

computation and communications for zero knowledge 

proofs. 

 

W 
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2) El Gamal Scheme 

El Gamal is a public-key encryption scheme . 

Setup 

 Choose Large Prime p 

 Choose primitive element α ε Zp
*
 

 Choose secret key a ε {2,3,…..,p-2}. 

 Compute β = α
a
 mod p. 

 Public Key = Kpub = (p, α, β). 

 Private Key = Kpr = (a). 

Encryption 

 Choose k ε {2,3,…..,p-2}. 

 Y1= αk mod p. 

 Y2= x.βk mod p 

 Encryption: Ekpub (x, k) = (Y1, Y2). 

Decryption 

 x= Dkpr(Y1, Y2) = Y2 (Y1a)-1 mod p 

Homomorphic Property: For two messages m1 and m2, an 

encryption m1m2 of can be obtained by an operation on E(m1,r) 

and E(m2,r) without decrypting any of the two encrypted 

messages. 

Probabilistic Property: Besides clear texts, the encryption 

operation also needs a random number as input. There exist 

many encryptions for each message.  

One encrypted message as input and outputs another encrypted 

message of the same clear message. This is called re-

randomization operation. 

 

3) Piecewise Linear Approximation of Sigmoid Function:  

 

Equation 1 is piecewise linear approximation of sigmoid function 

1/1+e
-x 

.Our algorithm for BPN Learning makes use of following 

approximation 

 

... (1) 

 

III. PRIVACY PRESERVING NEURAL NETWORK LEARNING 

    In this section, we present a privacy-preserving distributed 

algorithm for training the neural networks with back propagation 

algorithm. A privacy-preserving testing algorithm can be easily 

derived from the feed forward part of the privacy-preserving 

training algorithm. Our algorithm is composed of many smaller 

private computations. We will look into them in detail after first 

giving an overview 

Algorithm No 1:  

Statement: Securely Computing the Product of Two Integers. 

M= Integer hold by Party A.                               

N= Integer hold by Party B. 

Party A: 

1) Generates a Random Number R 

2) Computes M.i – R for each I, s.t –n<i<n  Mi = M.i – R. 

3) Encrypts each Mi using ElGamal Scheme using new 

random number for each Mi 

4) Sends each E(Mi,ri) to Party B in increasing order of i 

Party B: 

1) B picks E(MN,RN), randomizes it and sends back to A 

E(MN,r’),  r’ = rN+S where S is known to Party B 

Party A: 

1) Party A partially decrypts E(Mn,r’) and sends to B 

Party B: 

1) Finally decrypts to get Mn = M.N-R 

Algorithm No 2:  

Statement: Securely Computing Piecewise Linear Sigmoid 

Two Integers. 

M= Integer hold by Party A.                                

N= Integer hold by Party B. 

Party A: 

1) Generates a Random Number R 

2) Computes y (X1+i)-R for each I, s.t –n<i<n  Mi = y 

(X1+i)-R 

3) Encrypts each Mi using ElGamal Scheme using new 

random number for each Mi 

4) Sends each E(Mi,ri) to Party B in increasing order of i 

Party B: 

1) B picks E(MN,RN), randomizes it and sends back to A 

E(MN,r’),  r’ = rN+S where S is known to Party B 

Party A: 

1) Party A partially decrypts E(Mn,r’) and sends to B 

Party B: 

1) Finally decrypts to get Mn = y(x1+x2)-R 

 

Algorithm 3: Privacy-Preserving Distributed Algorithm for 

Back propagation Training 

 
Step1: Feed Forward Stage 

 

For each hidden layer node hj, Party A computes weight * input 

for Ma attributes  

Party B computes weight * input for Mb attributes  

Using Algorithm 2, Party A and B jointly compute Sigmoid 

Function for each hidden layer node hj obtaining their random 

shares hj1 and hj2 respectively.  

Each Party calculates Output Oi respectively. 

 

Step 2: BACK PROAGATION STAGE  

 

Party A Computes Δ1 wij as (oi1-ti)hj1+r11+r21  

Party B Computes Δ2 wij as (oi2-ti)hj2+r12+r22  

Similarly step is repeated to Hidden Layers to calculate the delta 

values back propagating from output layer to hidden layer  

 

A sends Δ1 of output and hidden layers to B and B sends Δ2 of 

output and hidden layers to A. 

A and B compute new weight vector values accordingly also 

considering the learning rate.(At hidden and Output Layers) 

This rate is kept same at both parties. 

Repeat above three steps until terminating condition for error 

threshold occurs or after predefined number of iterations. 
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IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 

    In this section, we perform experiments to measure the 

accuracy and overheads of our algorithms. We compare the 

testing error rates in privacy-preserving and non-privacy-

preserving cases. The experimentation was carried on Intel Core 

I5 Machine with 4GB of memory. The results shown below are 

the average of 100 runs. The testing data sets are from the 

University of California at Irvine (UCI) data set repository [12]. 

We choose a variety of data sets, kr-versus-kp, Iris, Pima-Indian-

diabetes (diabetes), Sonar and Landsat with different 

characteristics, in the number of features, the number of labeled 

classes, the size of data sets, and data distributions. Different 

neural network models are chosen for varying data sets. Table I 

shows the architecture and training parameters used in our neural 

network model. We choose the number of hidden nodes based on 

the number of input and output nodes. This choice is based on 

the criteria of having at least one hidden unit per output, at least 

one hidden unit for every ten inputs, and five hidden units being 

a minimum. 

 

Figure 1, 2, 4 and 5 shows different training and testing 

error rates achieved for back propagation applied for Non 

Privacy Preserving Algorithm and Sigmoid Approximation 

Algorithm. The results are taken considering entire datasets for 

training and also some results are taken with variable datasets for 

training and testing. 

Figure 3 indicates the decrease in the error rates in 

further increase of number of epochs. This graph only indicates 

the decrease of error rate for Non Privacy Preserving Algorithm. 

 

Table 1: Architecture and training parameters 

 IRIS KRKP 
DIABE

TES 
SONAR 

TOTAL SAMPLES 150 3196 768 208 

CLASS 3 2 2 2 

ARCHITECTURE 4-5-3 36-15-1 8-12-1 60-6-1 

EPOCHS 80 20 40 150 

LEARNING RATE 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 

 

 
Fig. 1 Non Privacy Preserving Training v/s Testing results (100% 

Dataset used for Test and Train) 

 

 
Fig. 2 Non Privacy Preserving Training v/s testing results 

(Divided Dataset used for Test and Train) 

 

 
Figure 3: Error Rates on Training Epochs for Non Privacy 

Preserving Algorithm. 

 

 
Figure 4: Piecewise Linear Approximation of Sigmoid for 100% 

dataset. 
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Figure 5: Piecewise Linear Approximation of Sigmoid for 

variable dataset. 

 

Now we compare the results for Communication versus 

Computation Overhead for Computation of Product Algorithm 

Securely.  

 

Product Computation 

Time and 

Percentage 

Communication 

Time and 

Percentage 

Party A 0.0872 65.07% 0.0468 34.93% 

Party B 0.1028 86.82% 0.0156 13.18% 

Average 75.93% 24.07% 

 

Table 2: Computation versus Communication Overhead on 

Securely Computing Product of Two Numbers. 

 

Analysis based on Time Complexity 

In Step 1 of Algorithm 1, there are 2 * n encryptions by party, 

where n is the parameter in piecewise linear sigmoid function 

definition. In Step 2, one re-randomization is conducted. In Steps 

3 and 4, party A and party B perform one partial decryption, 

respectively. Total Time: (2n+1) C+2D, where C is cost of 

encryption and D is cost of partial decryption. 
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